Reedy River Basin Sewer Tunnel Project

CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS PHOTOS

June | July 2019
Construction Progress and Accomplishments
June | July 2019

LAST SWS UPDATE: May 9, 2019

• General Site Work
  • Replaced fencing along Richland Creek; Veteran’s Memorial sidewalk replaced and construction chain link fencing removed

• Starter tunnel blasting and rock excavation
  • Approximately 100 FT total length
  • Grouting backfill behind ribs and lagging to fill any openings/voids created by blasting

• Junction Box Coating and Channel Modifications
  • Modifications to tie in structure channel, contractor to coat the Junction Box roof the week of 7/15

• Diversion Structure
  • Exterior formwork removed, contractor to coat the Diversion Structure exterior the week of 7/15.
  • Interior wall pouring, channel form-work within the Diversion Structure

• Drop shaft
  • Base slab rebar assembly, concrete pour (approximately 4’ lift) conducted
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